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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a Hyper-V host named Server1 that runs Windows Server
2016. Server1 has two virtual machines named VM1 and VM2.
You discover that VM1 and VM2 can communicate with Server1 over
the network.
You need to ensure that VM1 and VM2 can communicate with each
other only. The solution must prevent VM1 and VM2 from
communicating with Server1.
Which cmdlet should you use?
A. Set-VMSwitch
B. Set-NetNeighbor
C. Remove-VMSwitchTeamMember
D. Enable-VMSwitchExtension
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
The virtual switch needs to be configured as an "Private"
switch.
Explanation/Reference: Explanation:
PS C:\&gt; Set-VMSwitch WA -SwitchType Private
This example converts a virtual switch named WA to an Private
switch.
-SwitchType
Converts a virtual switch from one type to another. Allowed
values are Internal or Private.
The virtual switch needs to be configured as an "Private"
switch.

NEW QUESTION: 2
An engineer must recover configuration on a Cisco MDS 9000
Series switch from a previous version that was backed up to
bootflash and then verify the restoration.
Drag and drop the commands on the left to the correct order on
the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer has the following backup strategy:
Sunday to Thursday: Daily Incremental
Friday: Weekly Full
No backup is run on a Saturday
Backup window is 22:00 - 04:00
They suffer a catastrophic failure on Thursday at 05:30.
Which backup sets are required to restore the failed system to

the most recent state?
A. last incremental backup only
B. last full backup only
C. last full backup plus the last incremental backup
D. last full backup plus all incremental backups
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A customer is implementing a Survivable Modular Messaging
system with an Avaya Message Storage Server (MSS) in a standard
configuration.
Which server resides between the two Messaging Application
Servers (MASs)?
A. Master WebLM Server
B. FTP Server
C. Active Directory Server
D. Third-Party Mirroring Tool
Answer: A
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